Collections deployment projects

- Store sci/eng books/series for which we have an electronic copy
- Store sci/eng books with no or very low recent use
- Store bound journals, proceedings, and series for which we have an electronic copy
- Store Humanities books in Hayden with no or very low recent use (different time and usage criteria than sci/eng)
- Store Dewey books with no recent use (enough to make room for the following:)
- Move books/series with JKL call numbers from Hayden to Dewey
Collection deployment projects

• Objective:
  – manage upcoming collections storage and shifts efficiently and effectively, with as much transparency, trust and joy in the process as possible

• Goal:
  – Meet Hayden/Barker targets for collections sizing through a combination of storage and shifts (100,000-120,000 items), including storage of 125,000 items at HD by September of 2016.
Collections Deployment 2015/2016

Oversight by:
Tracy Gabridge and Steve Gass
(ADs for RIS and Collections)

Project Leadership and Communications Group:
Members: Lenares, Peterson*, Silvia, Turner
Consult with: All subgroups, SPG, Phase 2 Project Team
Administrative Support: Lanigan

Storage Subgroup
Members: Carr, Feiden, Martin, McNamara, Rodrigues
Consult with: Administrative Services
              -RIS Departments
              -Communications Group

Reporting & List Management Subgroup
Members: Lanigan, Lenares, McNamara, Moulen
Consult with: CSM (liaison: Noga)
              -ID&LA
              -LIRS
              -IT&DS

Selector Review Subgroup
Members: Lenares, Locknar, Noga, Peterson
Consult with: CSM
              -ID&LA
              -LIRS

Space Programming Group:
Members: Langley, Lenares, Peterson, Quirion, Silver, Silvia

Libraries’ Overall Renovation Project Team:
Members: Gabridge, Gass, Glavash, Quirion, and partners from MIT Planning, Facilities, Shepley Bulfinch

*Bolded name indicates group convener
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